F O K T Y      T If 0 IT S A N 3)      AGAIN S T     T II R     ARCTIC
through. The last outposts of the taiga disappear; the
tundra expands from horizon to horizon. The Arctic has
won the battle.
Wild reindeer herds are frightened out of their grazing
complacency and disperse in all directions as our steel bird
flies over them. They had never seen or heard anything
like it. The barking of the wolves and the threatening
grumble of the bear are angels1 music by comparison. Here
and there a score of grey fur tents stand up from the ground,
and natives engaged in fishing look up to us in their skin
clothes. They are obviously less impressed than the stupid
animals, who were not yet told by the Comsomols that
aeroplanes arc by no means wild beasts.
It took three days to get to Nordvyk from Duclinka, over
Norilsk, the mining centre and the trading factories of
Volotchianka and Khatanga.   Before the last hop we had
to spend twenty-four hours in the log cabin of the air base.
Sadkov lay on the reindeer skin which covered the plank
bed.   He glanced through a Russian translation of Pickwick,
which he found on the book-shelf next to Jack London and
Lenin.   Tassya Markova, the girl radio operator, went out
to send off a message asking for a weather report.   We were
impatient and wanted to get away.   But the forecasts had
bidden caution.   Ivan Alcxandrovitch, our talkative naviga-
tor, put some more icebcrry jam on his black bread and
asked when the fish would be ready.   We got the most
delicious sturgeon on that journey, or river salmon or
ossitrina,  the  delight of gourmets in Northern  Siberia.
Half an hour after our arrival the dinner was usually
caught in the river near the anchorage of the machine.   By
the time we had finished with an apdritij] consisting of either
tea and jam or biscuit and cream, a plate the size of
a car wheel would be brought steaming into the room
with heaps of fish steak piled on it.    Some of the dishes
I ate on that part of my journey tasted like turkey or
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